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·

At the end of 2008, 13% of Finnish individuals owned stocks and 16% mutual
funds. Stock and fund owners are two
largely separate groups. Only 5% of population own both stocks and mutual
funds.

•

Typical portfolio sizes are quite small.
Conditional on ownership of stock or
funds, the median stock portfolio was in
2008 worth EUR 3,658 while the median
fund portfolio was worth EUR 2,567.

•

Mutual fund ownership has increased in
popularity compared with direct ownership in stocks. The number of individuals
investing in mutual funds exceeded the
number of stockowners in 2005. Given
that funds tend to be much better diversi-
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crease in mutual fund ownership has
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fied.
•

The average stock portfolio has three
stocks. The average number of stocks has
increased over time.
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•

The average mutual fund owner owns two
funds. About 9% of fund owners diversify
their fund holdings in more than two fund
families. Wealth is positively related to
investment across fund families.

•

Ownership of stocks and mutual funds are
concentrated but ownership of mutual

his paper uses a unique combination of

funds is less concentrated than ownership
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Our main findings are as follows.
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relatively more of their assets in money
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•

Older investors tend to invest in stocks

hedge funds.
•

directly while younger investors tend to
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invest in them via mutual funds. Young

and equity funds and less in balanced

investors tend to compensate their small-
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•

Institutional investors, large-city inhabit-
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